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Abstract

Most efforts at identifying abusive speech online rely on public corpora that have been scraped from websites using keyword-based queries or released by site or platform owners for research purposes. These are typically labeled by crowd-sourced annotators – not the targets of the abuse themselves. While this method of data collection supports fast development of machine learning classifiers, the models built on them often fail in the context of real-world harassment and abuse, which contain nuances less easily identified by non-targets. Here, we present a mixed-methods approach to create classifiers for abuse and harassment which leverages direct engagement with the target group in order to achieve high quality and ecological validity of data sets and labels, and to generate deeper insights into the key tactics of bad actors. We use women journalists’ experience on Twitter as an initial community of focus. We identify several structural mechanisms of abuse that we believe will generalize to other target communities.

1 Introduction

Harassment is a significant problem in online spaces. In 2017, one in four Americans reported experiencing online harassment, with more than 60% describing it as a “major problem” (Duggan, 2017).

For journalists, a social media presence is essentially a professional requirement, as it is both a mechanism for locating sources and for promoting stories (Ferrier and Garud-Patkar, 2018); as of 2018, more Americans (roughly 20%) get their news from social media than from printed newspapers (Shearer, 2018). At the same time, journalists receive an inordinate volume of hateful and harassing messages via social media. In a recent survey conducted by the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), 90% of American journalists described online harassment as the biggest threat facing journalists today, with women and minority journalists being disproportionately targeted online (Westcott and Foley, 2019).

This harassment can have devastating effects. In 2016, 10% of women journalists said that they had considered leaving the profession out of fear (Nilsson and Örnebring, 2016), while others avoided certain coverage areas in an effort to mitigate the risk of harassment. Still others may choose not to enter the field at all.

At a time when there is a major need to retain skilled journalists and diversify newsrooms (Scire, 2020), our goal is to develop a research methodology to address this critical threat facing journalists, and ultimately, our free press.

Our contributions in this paper include:

a) Identifying gaps in current anti-harassment tools provided by Twitter;
b) Identifying key strategies used by harassers to circumvent these tools and reach their targets; and
c) Development of a direct-engagement research process and data collection platform to curate datasets with high ecological validity, which will ultimately be used to train better machine learning classifiers for harassment detection.

2 Motivation and Approach

Currently, there are limited options available for journalists to deal with harassing messages on Twitter. Twitter has three primary mechanisms through which a user can control their interactions on the platform: muting, blocking, and the recently introduced “conversations” controls, all of which have a slightly different impact on the content a user can access. For example, muting and blocking can both prevent content from certain users from appearing in some user A’s timeline (Twitter, c) (Twitter, d).
However, muted users can still follow and interact with A, while blocked users are no longer able to see A’s tweets, and if they visit A’s profile, they will see they have been blocked (Twitter, b). The new “conversations” feature, meanwhile, allows user A to specify whether everyone, everyone they follow, or only specific users can reply to a specific tweet (Twitter, a).

While these tools offer impressive granularity, many journalists have both large followings and a professional mandate to interact with their audiences on social media. This makes many of the available controls impractical or ineffective. Moreover, two of the three tools Twitter offers are only effective retrospectively, meaning the targeted user must still read blocked users’ offensive tweets before they can choose to mute or block them. Not only does this require journalists to experience harm in order to achieve any potential remediation, if they are targeted by a large number of accounts, the manual effort becomes time-prohibitive.

Shared blocklists have been touted as a means for addressing some of these issues (Geiger, 2016). However, for journalists this can result in blocking users who may be sharing legitimate critiques of their work (Jhaver et al., 2018). As a whole, journalists as a community have expressed desire for more effective user engagement management tools (Saridou et al., 2019).

Furthermore, while many social media platforms do already have automated mechanisms for filtering harassment and hate speech, these are largely based on keyword matching, requiring manual creation with no guarantee of accuracy. Due to the large scale of problematic content on social media worldwide, manual efforts by moderators and filters have also been insufficient (Gerrard, 2018).

The goal of this work is, therefore, to contribute a robust, generalizable mixed-methods approach to constructing harassment training datasets with strong ecological validity, in order to support the development of truly effective classifiers for proactively identifying real-world abusive, harassing, and demeaning speech towards specific communities on Twitter.

Working with journalists, we are collecting a large-scale corpus of personally-harassing messages they have received on Twitter, and have developed an easily-employed annotation method to label messages by degree of observed harassment. Using this data, we then build machine learning classifiers to distinguish between hateful, abusive and neutral tweets. Ultimately, we plan to integrate our trained models into a tool to help journalists navigate and avoid having to see these unwanted, harassing messages.

3 Related Work

Prior work on automatic detection of hateful and abusive speech toward journalists is limited. In (Charitidis et al., 2020), researchers used a manually-validated seed set of journalism-related Twitter accounts to generate a list of target accounts across five languages. Using the Twitter API to conduct keyword-based searches, they then manually annotated hate vs. non-hate tweets. This yielded highly imbalanced corpora, with more “hate” than “non-hate” tweets for each language. Deep learning models trained on each language corpus achieved best macro-F1 scores over .80 for English, French and Greek but somewhat lower for Spanish and German.

Other work has addressed the more general problem of automatic identification of hate speech and abusive language online. In (Waseem, 2016), researchers found that crowd-sourced annotations performed poorly. This indicates the importance of expert annotators, which (Blackwell et al., 2017) situates specifically in terms of classifying harassment.

In (Warner and Hirschberg, 2012), researchers using data from Yahoo and the American Jewish Congress found that anti-Semitic hate speech differed linguistically from speech that targeted other religious or ethnic groups, highlighting the need for a community-specific approach to studying hate speech. (Salem et al., 2016) used content from self-identified hate communities, instead of keywords from hand-coded speech or manually coded hate speech terms, as training data for their work on hate speech detection with some success. In (Nobata et al., 2016), researchers studied abusive language in online user comments on news and finance forums using linguistic, syntactic, and distributed semantic features as well as lexicon-based features. Their dataset has been used to benchmark performance in hate speech detection, as has (Waseem and Hovy, 2016). In (Kshirsagar et al., 2018), researchers developed deep learning models for hate speech detection on Twitter, using transformed word embeddings to classify hate speech on three public datasets.
Researchers in journalism have also used more qualitative methods to study abusive and hateful speech towards journalists. For example, UT Austin’s School of Journalism published results from in-depth interviews with 75 female journalists describing how rampant online sexual harassment disrupts their ability to do their jobs (Chen et al., 2018). The Committee to Protect Journalists reported similar findings in 2019 (Westcott and Foley, 2019).

Finally, we note that developers have created tools (e.g. Twitter Block Chain (Wren, 2019) and the recently discontinued Block Together (Hoffman-Andrews, 2020) and the forthcoming Block Party app (Chou, 2020)) specifically designed to address the manual nature of Twitter’s muting and blocking functions. While these efforts appear to address an important limitation of Twitter’s current systems, they remain a reactive, rather than proactive, approach.

Our proposed methodology for training data collection and annotation incorporates and improves on these approaches as follows: (1) We conduct background interviews with our target community of women journalists in order to identify common heuristics used to carry out harassment on Twitter, in order to develop a more nuanced and balanced dataset for annotation; (2) Annotations are performed by the targets of harassment, guaranteeing a unique level of ecological validity; (3) Our approach takes an empowering rather than exploitative approach to the detection process, promoting harm reduction by allowing harassment targets to participate constructively in the creation of classifiers that can better support their needs.

4 Methodology

We employ a mixed-methods approach that integrates qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis. We begin by directly engaging with our target group of women journalists who have experienced online harassment. We recruit participants by circulating calls to participation in key networks of women journalists, followed by semi-structured pilot interviews with select participants, in which we question them about patterns of harassment that they have experienced or observed, and about potential tools or interventions that would improve their experience on social media. Despite our convenience sample, two key themes emerged across several pilot interviews, providing valuable insights about the mechanisms of harassment on Twitter, which we describe in Section 5.

Results of these interviews are then integrated into our quantitative data collection pipeline. Using patterns of harassing language and behaviors on Twitter described by interview participants, we develop computational methods to automatically identify those patterns and then use these methods to sample potentially hateful messages from participants’ Twitter archives for them to annotate. We describe this data selection process in Section 6.1. Through the process of direct engagement with our target community, we are able to curate a high quality dataset of labeled tweets to support the development of more robust harassment classifiers.

5 Pilot Interviews

To generate a well-balanced training set of tweets, we conducted pilot interviews with several women journalists who have faced significant harassment on Twitter. Through these interviews we learned about specific forms of the “sub-tweeting” and “snitch-tweeting” heuristics that are used to target these and other women journalists with abusive and harassing messages.

The primary form of “sub-tweeting” described to us consists of perpetrators capturing screenshots that contain the target’s Twitter profile or username. They then tweet these out with implicit or explicit calls for their followers to tweet at the same target. This behavior constitutes “sub-tweeting” because the absence of the target’s username in the text of the original tweet means that target will not be notified of the instigating tweet, and will therefore be caught off-guard by an influx of often abusive tweets, sometimes numbering in the thousands over a period of less than a day. (See (Tufekci, 2014) for more details and examples of “sub-tweeting.”) We note that none of Twitter’s currently available tools can mitigate this attack; even if the perpetrator has already been blocked by the target, they can simply log out of Twitter and view the target’s profile in a web browser in order to obtain the required media.

While the effect of sub-tweeting is to mask the identity of the perpetrator, “snitch-tweeting” is a means of drawing the target into a sub-tweeted thread about themselves to expose them to abuse. Because sub-tweeting intentionally circumvents Twitter’s notification systems, targets of abuse will typically be unaware of such sub-tweeting, unless,
as described above, it is used to direct traffic to their account. “Snitch-tweeting” consists of adding a target’s handle to a thread about them, thus triggering a notification. The goal is for the target then to review the notification and thus to view the abusive thread that precedes the snitch-tweet. Taken together, these results helped us inform our design for the tweet selection portion of our data pre-processing, as described below.

6 Platform Design

In order to curate a high-quality training dataset from participating journalists’ tweets, we designed and implemented a two-part, web-based platform to facilitate the data collection and annotation processes. This web platform was designed to balance the proportion of abusive vs. non-abusive tweets that are presented for annotation, without relying on keywords, which are often too coarse-grained to serve as a reliable indicator of abusive content. Instead, we develop heuristics using insights from our pilot interviews as well as private data from the participant’s account to include a more nuanced and representative range of potentially abusive tweets for annotation.

The platform is also designed to maximize the efficiency and accuracy of the annotation process, in order to generate a large volume of high-quality training data for deep learning models. We achieve this via batched contextual annotation: participants annotate tweets within the context of the original conversation or tweet thread, rather than annotating them in isolation, simulating how they would have viewed the conversation initially on Twitter. In addition to the annotation tool described above, we have also built a tool for secure data upload, as described below.

6.1 Platform Structure

The process of using our web annotation tool is split into 2 stages, each of which can be accessed via secure, password-protected URLs. First, the study participant securely logs in to the upload platform using a uniquely generated username and password. We ask participants to upload three distinct files, which can be extracted from their Twitter data archive: (1) tweet.js, which contains all of their tweets; (2) muted.js, which contains the list of accounts they have muted, and (3) blocked.js, which contains the list of accounts they have blocked.

Because participants’ Twitter archives may contain anywhere from hundreds to tens of thousands of tweets, asking them to label all tweet threads is impractical. Moreover, our goal is to build a training corpus that is approximately equally split between hateful/abusive examples and neutral examples — a very different distribution than we expect to see across the entire corpus, making random sampling inefficient for these purposes.

In order to capture more varied and nuanced examples of problematic data than are likely to be generated by common techniques like keyword filtering, we use multiple heuristics inspired by the participant’s muted and blocked lists and the insights gained from our pilot studies to curate a manageable sample of tweets for annotation. Applying these heuristics involves a combination of manual and scripted processing, resulting a gap of several hours to one day between data upload and the availability of data for annotation by each participant. A list of balanced tweet threads fetched from both of these heuristics described below is used to populate the annotation interface.

Our first heuristic using muted and blocked lists uses a Python script to identify all tweets in the tweet.js file that contain any username present in either the muted.js or blocked.js files. Because the presence of a username in these lists reflects an intentional choice on the part of the participant to have these accounts’ tweets hidden or blocked from their timeline, we believe the proportion of harmful tweets involving these usernames is likely
to be higher than what is present in the corpus as a whole. We then use the thread-retrieval algorithm described in Section 6.1.1 to construct the thread for each relevant tweet.

Our second heuristic searches sub-tweets (described in 5) targeting the study participant, using the query 
“[real name] -from:[username] - @[username]” where “username” is the participant’s Twitter handle, and “real name” is the participant’s real name. This method allows us to find and capture Tweets in which the study participant was “sub-tweeted” over the most recent 30 days (using Twitter’s non-premium Search API). Each of these tweets is then passed through the procedure in Algorithm 1 to once again obtain the corresponding tweet threads.

We find that this methodology retrieves a few interesting threads, but has several shortcomings. First, many of these tweets are positive, and praise the journalist for their work, which makes sense as their name is directly mentioned. Second, and relatedly, we are unable to find sub-tweets where the journalist’s name is not mentioned, i.e. the post merely consists of a screenshot of their tweet. These tweets are presumably more negative, as they avoid easy attention from the target. In order to find these sub-tweets, we would have to implement computer vision methods to search for their name in images across Twitter, though it could be difficult to know where to look for these screen-shots in the first place. We will investigate this further in future work.

We have also attempted to build a third heuristic using the study participant’s Twitter archive to capture scenarios where they had been “snitch-tweeted” into one of these sub-tweet threads, i.e. find a thread of the structure [image, ..., mention of their username, their response], but we did not find any such threads. We plan to revisit this with future annotators.

To balance the potentially negative threads identified through these heuristics, we also select a random sample of tweets made to non-blocked, non-muted users, and retrieve their corresponding threads. We also exclude from this non-negative sample tweet threads constructed by the participant through self-replies.

6.1.1 Annotation Platform

After data upload and preprocessing, the annotation platform is deployed and sent to the study participant. Participants annotate each tweet sent to them within a retrieved tweet thread. This provides better context to the participant while annotating, addressing a key limitation of many existing datasets, where tweets are presented without context.

Algorithm 1 presents pseudocode for computing a tweet thread from a given tweet. To see the full codebase which joins this algorithm with the aforementioned heuristics into a complete data processing pipeline, please refer to the GitHub repository linked below.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Fetch thread from tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: procedure FETCH_THREAD(id, api)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: thread = []</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: users = set()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: while id ≠ None do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: tweet = api.get_status(id)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: thread.add(tweet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: users.add(tweet.user_name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: id = tweet.in_reply_to_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: if len(thread) &gt; 2 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: thread.reverse()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: if len(users) == 1 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: handle(“no conversation”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: return thread</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Label Choices  Study participants are currently presented with the following labels: hateful, abusive, neutral, or spam.

- **Hateful speech** is defined as language used to express hatred towards a targeted individual or group, or which is intended to be derogatory, to humiliate, or to insult members of the group, on the basis of attributes such as race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, disability, or gender.

- **Abusive language** is defined as any strongly impolite, rude or hurtful language using profanity, that debases someone or something, or shows intense negative emotion.

- **Spam** includes posts consisting of related or unrelated advertising / marketing, selling products of adult nature, linking to malicious websites, phishing attempts and other kinds

---

1The code for all of our tweet filtering heuristics and thread retrieval methods can be accessed at the following GitHub repository: https://github.com/ishaan007/woah_emnlp_2020
of unwanted information, usually executed repeatedly.

- **Neutral** is all tweets that do not fall into any of the prior categories.

We drew these labels from (Founta et al., 2018)’s work, which created a hate speech dataset of 80,000 tweets labeled by crowdsourced annotators, using several iterations of labels (including “offensive”, “aggressive”, etc.), narrowing them down to these terms. We plan to further iteratively add and remove labels based on insights from interviews and annotation sessions (see 8).

7 Modeling

While we are recruiting more journalists as study participants into our data collection pipeline, we have in parallel been building models of both feature engineering and neural network-based approaches, and testing them on historical hate speech datasets. We plan to take the insights we acquire from these experiments and apply them to classifiers built on our own data once we have accumulated a sufficient amount. We also plan to check the cross-performance between models trained on our own and historical corpora as quality assurance.

The data which we have accumulated so far gives us a good idea of which historical corpora are most similar to our own. We explored several corpora, including (Waseem and Hovy, 2016) and (Founta et al., 2018), but focused on Task 5 of SemEval 2019, “Multilingual detection of hate speech against immigrants and women in Twitter (HatEval)” in English (Basile et al., 2019), as it is most recent and they are all of similar genre.

Both Task 5 subtasks used the same dataset (cic12018/HateEvalTeam, 2019) but with different labels. Subtask A was a binary classification task to assign a label of “hate” or “non-hate” to each tweet. Subtask B was a multi-class classification task to assign two additional label pairs to each tweet in addition to “hate” or “non-hate”: “individual” or “group” and “aggressive” or “non-aggressive”. The split across train and development datasets was 9000 to 1000 tweets; these have been open-sourced by the organizing team. The true labels for the test set have not, however, so we evaluate only on the development set.

We replicated the winning approach (Indurthi et al., 2019) for sub-task A in English, which used SMOTE to over-sample the “hate” class as a pre-processing step, followed by the use of Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) to generate a vector representation of the tweet, and SVM (RBF kernel) to classify the tweet. We also implemented a transformer-based approach for this sub-task, based on (MacAvaney et al., 2019), which uses pre-trained BERT for sequence classification, fine-tuned for 10 epochs. This approach in fact outperforms the aforementioned winning approach.

For sub-task B, the multi-classification task, we replicated the winning approach (Bauwelinck et al., 2019) by training three separate classifiers to classify three label pairs individually; these classifiers used a linear SVM on handcrafted syntactic, lexical and bag-of-words features. The optimal hyperparameters were found using grid search. Our experiments with these corpora have given us insights about best practices for training effective models of hate speech, which we plan to apply to our new corpus as we collect more data from participating women journalists. We have additionally been exploring experiments on our collected data with various novel model architectures as opposed to data corpora, which are elaborated upon in 10.

8 Results and Discussion

Although testing of our platform is still in the pilot phase, early users have shared positive feedback regarding its usability, and have also been able to perform the annotation task with good efficiency, on the order of ∼300 tweets per hour. Given the size of previously-collected datasets in this space, our methodology is efficient enough to generate sufficient training data in less than 40 hours, making it both a cost-effective and robust approach. Given the high fidelity of our labels and the near-perfect ecological validity of the training data, we believe that classifiers trained on data collected using our methods will significantly outperform existing classifiers on hateful and abusive speech in the wild.

From early feedback, we have also identified additional labels that participants found relevant, such as “campaign” or “brigade”, used to indicate a lexically generic Tweet that is still part of a harassment campaign, as in 2019’s “Learn to code” campaign (Molloy, 2019). In addition, our pilot interviews suggest that including a fill-in “other” label may be useful for generating more nuanced classifiers, especially as there has historically been
a lack of annotator agreement on what constitutes hateful speech, which tends to vary in severity and lexical nature depending on the situation (Waseem et al., 2017).

9 Limitations

Currently, our approach is limited by its dependence on a feature allowing Twitter users to download an archive of their data; this feature was suspended for roughly two months of the research period in response to the social-engineered hacking of more than 100 accounts (Conger and Popper, 2020). Moreover, some blocked or muted users identified in pre-processing may have been suspended by Twitter, making it impossible to include their potentially harassing messages in our corpus. Finally, while our platform yielded a useful annotation rate, we note that there are inherent limitations to developing classifiers using strictly hand-labeled data.

10 Directions for Future Work

Given the interruption in data collection, we propose to augment our data-access pipeline by building a sufficiently-permissioned Twitter app to download the required data directly from participants’ accounts. This would not only provide similarly high-quality data with less burden on participants, it would also provide an ongoing source of test data with which we could refine and improve our classifiers in much closer to real-time.

By leveraging the methods presented in (Wulczyn et al., 2017), moreover, we also believe we could augment and improve the classifiers built from our hand-labeled data using a combination of machine learning and crowdsourcing. We are in general investigating ways to overcome the inherent shortcomings of manual expert annotation, while retaining its significant benefits; for example, augmenting our data annotation tool with active learning annotation (Vlachos, 2006), so that participants only need to annotate the most unclear instances of hateful/harassing/neutral speech.

In regards to model-building, we are exploring ways we can take advantage of the contextual thread annotation scheme present in our annotation platform. Specifically, we have investigated methods using LSTMs (Huang et al., 2016), and are presently investigating graph attention networks (Veličković et al., 2017); these architectures and others like them could allow us to take advantage of the rich metadata and parent tweet text embeddings present in tweet threads, and have the potential to achieve significantly boosted classification performance compared to that of models built on text embeddings of the potentially harassing tweet alone (Mishra et al., 2019).

For the purpose of building the eventual tool to aid journalists in the field, we could alternatively address the relatively small size of our manually-labeled datasets for training deep learning classifiers, by augmenting them against the large, popular corpora already in existence. We could investigate whether this addition would boost performance compared to classifiers trained only on those large, crowd-sourced corpora, as a measure of effectiveness of our methodology.

Finally, we note that while certain semantic features of the classifiers developed using our methodology will differ depending on the community of focus, we hypothesize that by studying several communities with this level of detail and quality, we will eventually be able to identify generalizable features of harassment activities.

11 Conclusion

This work has focused on outlining a novel and generalizable methodology for generating better training datasets for the detection of abusive and harassing speech on Twitter, using women journalists as a test community. By directly engaging the targets of harassment in our research, we have not only created an efficient annotation platform using insights about the structural mechanisms of harassment, but we have offered these victims a constructive way to engage with what are otherwise totally negative experiences. We look forward to continuing to work with women journalists to build data-driven tools against abuse and harassment that allow them to maintain their personal needs while working to uphold our free press.
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